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Cyberattacks are not just a problem for big-ticket corporations such as Home Depot and Target.

Due to the availability of inexpensive yet powerful technologies, cannabis companies large and

small are susceptible to a potentially ruinous cybersecurity breach, say experts interviewed by
Cannabis Business Times.

“We’re all a target because of how connected we are,” says Brian Schnese, a consultant with

insurance brokerage HUB International (https://www.hubinternational.com/)’s risk services

division. “But because of the nature of cannabis, there are some unique threat vectors. If you’re a
retail operation or dispensary, you are handling PII (personal identifiable information) or PHI

(protected health information). So, this industry faces unique threats in terms of the sensitivity of

the data it handles.”

Cannabis operators knowledgeable about their security environment will be the ones best

prepared for an inevitable breach. Michael Sampson, partner at Leech Tishman
(https://www.leechtishman.com/) and member of the firm’s litigation practice group, points to

everyday innovations such as internet and cloud storage as potential vulnerabilities. Further

improvements in production—from seed-to-sale software to computer-aided growing technology—

can serve as additional entry points for criminals with trouble in mind.

In 2017, Denver-based software firm MJ Freeway

(https://www.cannabisbusinesstimes.com/article/011617-mj-freeway-sales-system-hack/)

experienced two cybersecurity breaches over a six-month span. In January of that year, a hacking

incident resulted in the crash of a point-of-sale software platform utilized by hundreds of cannabis

retailers nationwide. The second attack saw some of the company’s source code posted illegally
online.

https://www.hubinternational.com/
https://www.leechtishman.com/
https://www.cannabisbusinesstimes.com/article/011617-mj-freeway-sales-system-hack/
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Sampson says the burgeoning sector’s sometimes controversial nature makes it a tasty target for

cybercriminals.

“There is risk because dispensaries will have a lot of private or personal identification on hand
such as names and driver’s licenses,” Sampson says. “On top of that, parts of the population view

cannabis with a negative attitude. There may be some attractiveness for a bad actor in releasing

information that people want kept private.”

Examine Potential Vulnerabilities
A rapidly growing marketplace presents its own distinctive problems, as cannabis executives are

more likely to focus on the press of daily business over the more nebulous possibilities of a

cybersecurity attack. Schnese says leaders should make time to study the potential risks, as a

raid by online thieves can cripple a grow operation.

“When a hacker decides to encrypt your network or crash your system, you are going to feel

exposed on the operational front,” Schnese says. “Interruption of your technology will be a major

disruptor as well.”

While shoring up cybersecurity protection is the goal, cannabis companies should first consider

all possible paths for an attack. One common cyberattack is the phishing or social engineering
scam. In this scenario, a hacker will send a wire transfer or general business request to an

employee, whose response could expose the company to a potential data breach.

Though attack types vary from case to case, the most common events affect data or hold certain

information “hostage” for a ransom.

READ MORE: 3 Tips for Cannabis Businesses Looking to Shore Up Some Cybersecurity

Protection (https://www.cannabisbusinesstimes.com/article/cyberattacks-cannabis-risk-

insurance/)

“Ransomware and business emails getting compromised are the methods most trending today,”

Schnese says. “There’s no better way to monetize illicit access to a system than to encrypt data
and demand payment.”

A third-party vendor or subcontractor can also be an outlet for a savvy cybercriminal. Texas

technology firm SolarWinds suffered a major attack in 2020 when foreign hackers added

malicious code into the company’s software system. The code created a backdoor into customer
information technology systems, allowing the thieves to spy on Fortune 500 firms and multiple

U.S. government agencies.

https://www.cannabisbusinesstimes.com/article/cyberattacks-cannabis-risk-insurance/
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“Storing Passwords on a computer is a worse idea than putting them on a sticky note.”
Brian Schnese, consultant, HUB International

Take Proactive Steps
Ultimately, a proactive approach is the best means of safeguarding vital company assets, experts

say. While there is no bulletproof solution to constantly evolving cyberwarfare, cannabis

executives can start by establishing an official framework or set of guidelines around
cybersecurity.

For example, a downloadable framework from the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST), part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, consists of guidelines and best practices to

manage risk. Another guide available from the nonprofit Center for Internet Security provides

additional advice on cloud service management.

“There are so many aspects of cybersecurity risk to manage today,” Schnese says. “This

(guidance) will give you a methodology on how to approach it.”

More information
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More information on guidelines and best practices to manage risk and data storage are

available from:

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), part of the U.S. Department of
Commerce: www.nist.gov/cyberframework (http://www.nist.gov/cyberframework)

Center for Internet Security: https://learn.cisecurity.org/ cis-controls-download

(https://learn.cisecurity.org/ cis-controls-download)

Train Your Staff
Strong governance measures are bolstered by integrating two-factor authentication into critical

systems. As most ransomware attempts start with a staff member clicking on something they

shouldn’t, companies are wise to implement employee awareness training and in-house phishing

campaigns, Schnese notes.

Verification tools can be enabled on email accounts and other critical Software-as-a-Service

(Saas) (those available via the internet instead of requiring a download) applications. Microsoft

products have two-step verification baked in, ostensibly making it harder for someone else to

access your accounts.

Protecting administrator and privileged user accounts is trickier, just because they’re among the
most attractive targets for thieves seeking the keys to the kingdom. To that end, executives can

employ multi-factor verification as well as real-time monitoring software that detects unusual

activity within the network.

“For smaller organizations without a full-time IT person on staff, this kind of security monitoring is
a great managed service provider solution,” Schnese says.

Cyber safety education should take place along all levels of the business, Sampson of Leech

Tishman says. Companies across industries send test phishing emails to staff, with anyone failing

the test receiving additional training around common online dangers. For instance, a popular

scammer tactic is sending a fake email from a bank or provider. These missives may appear
legitimate, but close examination will show the email address to be one or two different letters off

from the business the email is supposedly from.

Authenticating any unusual requests—either through software or a phone call to your bank or

provider—can stop this chicanery in its tracks.

“End users must be thoughtful and take that extra second to review an email,” Sampson says.

“Don’t just reflexively respond or click a link. An ounce of prevention in these situations is worth a

pound of cure.”

Password safety is another obvious step for concerned companies to take. A corporate policy

should involve proven precautions, including multi-factor verification and creating passwords
lacking personal names or private information. There’s also such a thing as too many passwords,

making secure storage through a password manager all the more crucial.

http://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
https://learn.cisecurity.org/%20cis-controls-download
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“Storing passwords on a computer is a worse idea than putting them on a sticky note,” Schnese

says. “But a password manager has a selection feature that will create very strong passwords that

can’t be remembered by any human.”

The technology also synchronizes passwords across different devices, making it easier to log on

remotely, Schnese adds.

Rawpixel.com | Adobe Stock

As most ransomware attempts start with a staff member clicking on something they
shouldn’t, companies are wise to implement employee awareness training and in-
house phishing campaigns.

What To Do After A Breach
In the event of a breach, companies may lose customer data or obtain ransom threats about

stolen information getting posted. Transparent communication in these cases is key—not only with

law enforcement, but with your customers and insurance carrier as well.

“Reassure your customers that you take the security of their data very seriously,” Sampson says.

“What are you doing to fix the problem? Provide them a contact at the business if they have

questions. Be cooperative, be collaborative and reinforce that you’re working on solving the

issue.”
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Preferably, an in-house attorney can handle any client-related concerns about a cyberattack.

Lacking that, a cannabis company should hire a third-party attorney or breach coach who can

manage the responsibility.

What cannabis entrepreneurs of any size cannot do is be complacent about cybersecurity.

Network and data privacy health and welfare checks should be commonplace. Companies that

ignore the issue may have more to worry about than just losing data.

“You’re going to suffer reputational impacts, too,” Schnese says. “Clients will be upset when you
notify them that their personal information has been compromised. You may end up facing

litigation.”

Taking steps now to educate your team and protect your and your customers’ data is vital to

helping to prevent a cyberattack in the future.

Douglas J. Guth is a Cleveland Heights, Ohio-based freelance writer and journalist.
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